P R E S E N T A T I O N

WHO WE ARE

MARCO CREMONESE

ANDREJ GODINA

ANDREA MATARANGOLO

ALESSANDRO STADERINI

master roaster - consultant
+39 333 6827342

coffee expert
+39 340 8654848

coffee lover - barista trainers
+39 333 1137202

artisan roaster

FRANCESCA SURANO

ERMANNO PEROTTI

ANDREA ONELLI

coffee lover - coffee blogger
+39 389 1038218

project management
coffee trainer
+39 328 1445785

coffee tea & cacao taster
+39 338 8398139

+39 333 1137202

U M A M I
A R E A
Umami Area Association promotes the “culture of taste”, particularly relating to coffee. However it includes wine, cocoa
and olive oil, too. Training and culture activities take place during the year, particularly thanks to the so called Umami Barista
Camps. The camps are held near Florence in the prestigious
estate of Poggio Arioso: an old farmhouse hosting a historic
winery, in the midst of the beautiful hills of Chianti, Tuscany
(Scandicci, Florence).

CONSTITUTION

Piazza della Repubblica in Florence,
hosted the first Pausa Caffè Festival, in 2015. In this occasion, Umami Area Association was founded.
The founding members are Andrej
Godina, Francesco Sanapo, Andrea
Matarangolo, Simone Guidi, Marco
Cremonese and Alsessandro Staderini, brought together by the wish to
spread a high quality coffee and taste
culture. In this occasion the official
statute was born.
Here Umami Area was born.

THE FIFTH TASTE: UMAMI
Umami is one of the five fundamental tastes perceived by the
receptive cells of the human oral cavity. It has been discovered
in 1920, by a team of researchers studying the taste of algae. In Japanese it translates into “savoury” and it refers to the
taste of glutamate. Umami has been identified as fundamental
taste in 1908.

Umami Area as “concept and vision” was born
in 2012. Andrej Godina, moving to Tuscany
gets to know Francesco Sanapo, with whom he
starts activities and events aiming at the spreading of high coffee quality in Italy. This process
concretely translates into the Umami Barista
Camps: formation and training courses for coffee sector workers, based on the modules of the
SCAE (Specialty Coffee Association of Europe)
Coffee Diploma System. Simultaneously, the two
experts promote events such as “Io bevo caffé
di qualità” (I drink high quality coffee), a no profit
cultural event designed for the final consumer as
well as for the sector professionals, sharing the

same goal of spreading a culture of high quality
coffee and brewing methods different from espresso. The very first event was hosted at Piansa
Cafeteria in Florence in 2012. “Pausa Caffe Festival” followed this event, in 2013: a free for all
manifestation during which it is possible to taste
and try coffee, brewed in different methods, espresso or filter. In a very short period of time, the
event evolved in a three-day event, proposing to
the general public, training cultural events, workshops, taste itineraries, barista, coffee taster and
latte art competitions.

T R A I N I N G

The UMAMI training format is inspired by university campuses, where brilliant youth gather and share quality time not only devoted to
study, led by outstanding international professors, but also to leisure time, mutual knowing,
culture and experience sharing.

Thus, Umami Camp is a high professional offer,
taking place in a familiar and informal environment, with the chance to create and take part
to a permanent training lab with coffee lovers
and coffee experts.

COFFEE DIPLOMA SYSTEM
SCA
The Specialty Coffee
Association is the most
important coffee association, promoting high
quality coffee culture.

SCAE Coffee Diploma System is the most complete coffee educational path
on the international market. If you are a barista and you desire to upgrade
your knowledge; if you wish to become a roaster or a green coffee trader;
if you dream to improve your sensory analysis skills or you simply want to
learn how to prepare a cup of coffee with different brewing methods, Coffee
Diploma System offers you specific modules!

Dozens of barista and coffee professionals from all around Italy attended the
first editions of Umami Barista Camp in Poggio Arioso. Today it took the form
of an itinerant event, taking place throughout Italy as well as in other consuming countries. Participants experience a whole week of professional training,
taking the exams foreseen by the Coffee Diploma System, making, so, their
knowledge official. During the 3- to 6-day training, each participant has the
chance to shape her/his educational path according to her/his previous professional experience, time availability, needs and resources. Participants have
so the possibility of building their formation, by choosing the different modules
in an educational path lasting one week, six months, one or two years, based
on their professional goal.
The participation to the Umami Barista Camps foresees single-day subscription, choosing one of the modules proposed.
Classes are led by an authorized SCAE Trainer (AST), expert of CDS modules.
The trainer leads the participants through the educational path supported
by presentations, practical sessions, in-depth research materials. In order to
guarantee a close relationship and an active interaction with the professor and
with other participants, the classes have a limited number of students.
The classes are equipped with latest generation equipment and a wide library
with the most important books and papers available for the participants.
The training modules take the form of face-to-face classes and practical sessions, with sharing and leisure time, contributing to a professional and life
experience, learning by one another.

U M A M I
A R E A
T R A I N I N G
IN CONSUMING COUNTRIES

COURSES BARISTA SKILLS

COURSES
ROASTING
Roasting process: definition of roasting process,
chemical and physical changes of coffee, how to detect roasting temperature as a function of time, roasting
process quality control, roasting for espresso and filter,
degasification and packaging of roasted coffee

COURSES
GREEN COFFEE
Coffee Plantations: species and botanical varieties, how
to plant coffee, different processing methods, transportation and stoking. Green Coffee: defects identification,
major producing countries of Arabica and Robusta, buying coffee.

Espresso preparation: history, espresso machine
functioning, grinder machine, definition of espresso,
grinding and plurimodal granulometry distribution, extraction parameters (dose, tamping, pre-infusion, water temperature, extraction time, pressure curve, cup
dose), water softeners, maintenance of resin water
softener. Cappucino: water and its chemical properties, Milk, Milk Jug, Water, Steamer, filtration methods.
Water: chemical composition, chemical characteristic
measurement, filtration methods, the ideal water for
Brazilian cupping, espresso and filter methods. Maintenance and equipment cleaning: how to clean the
grinders, the filter machine and espresso machine.

COURSES
BREWING METHODS
Filter methods: right grinding, unimodal granulometry
definition, filter machine, ideal time parameters, filter
temperature and turbulence, water and beverage TDS
measurement, SCAE Brewing Control Chart, brewing
methods (Chemex, V60, French Press, Aeropress, Napoletana), ideal origins and characteristics of coffee for
filter methods.

COURSES SENSORY SKILLS
Sensory skills: Brazilian cupping, Specialty Coffee Association of America and Cup of Excellence cupping
forms, sensory organs, coffee sensory analysis, espresso cupping form, espresso analysis, olfactory and
tasting. Sensorial skills, tasting lab requirements.

At the end of the educational path, taken the exams,
participants will be awarded as Coffee Experts.
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Umami Barista Camp courses are shaped on SCAE
Coffee Diploma System, foreseeing a professional
educational path on the entire coffee value chain.

COFFEE DIPLOMA
SYSTEM EVOLVES
AROUND SIX
MODULES

Introduction to Coffee is an ideal module for anyone who is new to the coffee industry or just
has an interest in this wonderful drink. It charts
coffee’s journey from its origins in Ethiopia to the
major commodity it is today, enjoyed by millions
of people around the world. From farming the
cherries through drying, roasting, brewing and
finally drinking, this module looks at the processes coffee goes through. This half day course also
includes a “coffee cupping” which allows you to
taste the various flavours coffee has to offer.

Sensory Skills teaches you the essentials of
sensory evaluation in a practical and interactive
manner. It investigates the way we perceive
what we taste and how to apply this knowledge when evaluating coffee’s natural characteristics. It also offers an insight into identifying
speciality coffee qualities, as well as an overview of how to implement this in business.

The Green Coffee module covers the key concepts surrounding green coffee, from growing the
plant, through processing, shipping, storage and
arrival at a roaster. It includes principles of coffee
growing, processing and green coffee grading
and coffee contracts and green coffee portfolio
management.

You will understand the process of roasting, its
procedure and how to control the sensory aspects of the product in the cup by changing the
curve or degree. In this module we will explore
topics such as the study of roasting defects,
coffee beans chemical and physical changes
during this phase, the management of work
spaces in roasting and production optimization.

In addition Umami Barista Camp’s
Trainers offer professional courses on
the following topics:
Espresso sensory analysis;
Latte Art;
Micro Roastery;
Web marketing;
Coffee Chemistry.

The study of Brewing introduces you to the different ways of brewing coffee, from Chemex
and siphon to clever dripper and French press.
In addition, this module allows you to get
hands-on and learn to analyse your grind profile, match your grind to your brewing method
and to scientifically measure coffee strength
and chart a coffee’s extraction.

Barista Skills is for people focussing on the key
skills required to set your grinder, make espresso and foam and texture milk for cappuccinos. This module allows you to gain a deeper
understanding of the coffee itself and build on
your practical skills for milk technique and latte
art, not to mention health and safety, customer
service and basic business.

Umami Area Association decides to bring overseas the training activities, giving values to coffee producing countries. This is the goal of Umami Coffee
Camps, in which CDS modules take place directly in coffee plantations, alternative classrooms with fieldwork activities and plantations’ visits. Participants
can experience first-hand the work of coffee producers and farmers, plantations management, coffee picking, hulling, natural, semi-washed and washed
processes, fermentation, drying and defects selection.
The first experience in producing countries took place in Honduras, Capucas
region. Following this experience, Colombia, Brazil, Vietnam and Argentina
hosted other camps.

CO-funded by the
Erasmus+ Programme
of the European Union

C.O.F.F.E.E. PROJECT
Umami Area Association is also committed in
the formation of youth, willing to improve their
professional curriculum, in order to find jobs in
the coffee industry or to start entrepreneurial
activities in the field of specialty coffee.
To do so, Umami Area established a partnership with Starkmacher e.V., already committed in youth formation, European companies,
coffee producers and an Italian secondary
level school. Thanks to the funding of the European Commission, each partner is able to
offer a professional educational path to those
who might have been excluded due to several constraints, at an easily affordable price.
The project, with duration of 18 months, foresees four training camps. Two Umami Barista

Camps take place in Florence and two Camps
in producing countries: in Brazil, San Paolo
state and in Indonesia, Sumatra island, Gayo
Region. The countries involved in the project
are: Brazil, Indonesia, Colombia, Germany, Italy, Belgium, Spain and Netherlands. The educational path of C.O.F.F.E.E. project, as in the
case of Umami Coffee Camps, evolves around
the SCAE Coffee Diploma System modules,
with theoretical and practical sessions in the
plantations, giving so the chance to expand
everyone’s network and fostering intercultural exchange between youth and professional
from 7 different countries.

Training in Coffee Plantations.
1-2 weeks duration.
CAMPS TAKE PLACE in
Colombia, Quindio Region
Honduras, Las Capucas-Copan
Brazil, San Paolo State
Vietnam, Dalat
Indonesia, Sumatra Island
(coming soon)

Coffee Diploma System in coffee plantation, a parallel educational path allowing participants to have a first-hand
experience with the work of farmers: plantation management, coffee picking, hulling, different processing methods, drying and defects selection.

Participants attend face-to-face classes and fieldwork session based on the modules previously chosen, sharing their
experiences. The classes are led by an Authorized SCAE
Trainer (AST), expert in the single modules, helped by presentations, practical sessions and bibliographic insights.

3 days entirely devoted to coffee roasting. This
is the Umami Roasting Camp, hosted by the
most important Italian companies, producing roasting machines. This educational path
includes all topics relating to coffee roasting
and its most important chemical and physical
changes. Theoretical classes take place along
with practical sessions, thanks to the latest
generation roasting machines, in order to take

the exams foreseen by the module. These sessions are a precious tool for the participants to
assimilate the necessary notions, in order to be
able to assess and control roasting profiles and
curves, developing as best as possible the volatile aromas and qualitative characteristics of
coffee beans for every single variety of coffee.

The purpose of the Umami Olive Oil Camp is
to introduce participants to the world of olive
oil from harvesting to bottling. Umami Olive Oil
Camp uses the training modules of the Italian Association of Olive Oil Sommeliers and is
sponsored by SabinaOn, UmamiArea, Slow
Food Sabina, Sabina DOP Oil Consortium and
Starkmacher.
This professional Camp operates in a friendly
informal environment offering full immersion
into Italian culture in close contact with the
area and the local people. Our instructors will
lead you on a stimulating journey through the
history and mysteries of one of the top olive
oils in the world. This 7-day Camp will be held
in the Sabine territory, just a stone’s throw
away from Rome.

Umami Cocoa Camp is a project aiming at offering trainings in the world of cocoa and handmade high quality chocolate. In fact the goal
is to train people in theoretical and practical
fundamentals of chocolate, from bean to bar.
It is designed to professionals, people willing to

establish a chocolate factory or simply to cocoa lovers. Topics: cocoa plant, species and
botanical varieties, producing countries, fruits
harvesting, bean processing, certifications, export and import, roasting, processing stages
and chocolate production, sensory analysis.

OUR EXPERTS

NICOLA SCAVO
Expert agronomist, consultant,
sub-tropical cultivations and
organic agricultural practices.
Topic: coffee plantation,
botanic and agricultural
practices.

E nrico M etti

D a v ide S pinelli

Brita Italia srl.

Brewing expert, 2014 italian
aeropress champion.

Topic: measurement of
chemical-physical water
parameters for an ideal
choice of treatment system.

A high level educational path differing from others since it is exclusively designed for those
already working as professionals in the coffee
industry. Trainers, employees, general managers and human resources professionals are all
involved in one week trainings, with cultural and
technical insights, along with practical sessions
with high technology equipment.

The first Umami “Train the Trainers” Camp took
place in Scandicci from the 1st to the 7th of
July 2016, at Umami’s headquarter. The trainings involved a large number of experts, each
one focusing on her/his competency topic.

Topic: pour over brewing
methods.

BIRGIT KOHLER
Responsible of Brita GmbH
sensory analysis lab and idrosommelier.
Topic: water taste and
effects on coffee.

M arco
C remonese
Senior master roaster.
Practical Sessions: cupping
roasting profile, roasting
same botanical varieties
of Arabica for different
processes, different roasting
profiles of the same coffee.

A ndrej G odina
M at h ias K aps
Expert pedagogue, consultant,
Starkmacher, Germany.
Topic: coffee didactic for
trainers.

PhD in Science, Technology
and economy of the coffee
industry, coffee expert.
Topic: sensory analysis of
monovarietal coffee processed differently, quality
control sensory analysis,
SCAA cupping protocol,
Umami espresso protocol.

A nd y
B enedikter
Cropster.
Topic: controlling the roasting process.

M atteo M arconi
PhD in Cell and molecular
Biology, researcher at Istituto
Superiore di Sanità, pharmacology trainer.

C amilla M asi
PhD in Science and food technology, expert on sensory science and consumer science.
Topic: variables affecting
coffee consumer preferences and choices.

W olt h ers
A ssociated
expert agronomist, consultant,
sub-tropical cultivations and
organic agricultural practices.
Topic: coffee international
market and London and
New York stock exchanges.

F rancesco
S anapo
Trainer barista.
Topic: espresso and
different profiles of water
pressure.

M assimo
B arnab A
Chemical engineer expert in
sensory analysis, consultant.

Topic: coffee effect on human health.

Topic: perception physiology and coffee sensory
analysis; Qualitative and
descriptive tests for coffee
sensory analysis.

D aniele C asprini

Ilvana Bešlagić

Sesamo graphic CEO.

food techonology, Porbat
Gmbh center, Germany.

Topic: informatics technology and web at disposal of
coffee trainers.

A lberto
P olojac
Green coffee expert and Q
Grader, Imperator Srl Trieste.
Topic: green coffee import
export in consuming
countries.

Topic: coffee roasting, technology and profiles.

L a M ar z occo
Scarperia.
Topic: espresso new definition. Sensory analysis of the
same coffee prepared with
different recipes.

B arbara
T odisco
E d y B ieker
Coffee expert, CQ Sandalj Trading Co. Srl Trieste responsible.
Topic: espresso blend.

Expert trainer for neuro
linguistic communication and
planning.
Topic: train the trainers,
public speaking, classroom
management, preparing an
effective presentation.

Every day participants attended practical sensory sessions of
coffees prepared in cupping, espresso, filter and pour-over
methods. Participants had free access to Umami Area technical
library and to the equipment during practical test and experimentation of different types of water, according to the different brewing methods. During Umami Train the Trainers Camp,
participants might attend the certifications of the SCAE Coffee
Diploma System: introduction to coffee, green coffee, sensory
skills, coffee roasting, barista skills, brewing in foundation, intermediate and professional levels.

The experience gained during the past years, and the requests of several companies working in the coffee industry gave birth to the Umami Team Building
Camp. This latter translates into a set of entirely new educational path, such
as team game, team experience, team wellbeing, aiming at coffee training
through teamwork.
Umami team Building Camps are designed for single firms willing to improve
the technical and practical know-how of their employees on topics concerning
coffee, chocolate and olive oil. The aim is to spread knowledge as well as to
strengthen the ties between individuals part of the same firm or teams involved
in production, research process or employees care.
The firm can choose a 3- to 5-day educational path. Beyond the above mentioned topics, the firm will experience role plays, educational and leisure contests for strengthening team work.
Therefore, participants will gain a better understanding and insight on how to
efficiently work in teams, what being part of a team means by stimulating participative and leisure activities.
Thanks to a firm detailed needs analysis and structured debriefing phases,
the path spurs the importance of working in friendly and comfortable environments, thanks to a first-hand training in an interactive and professional quality
climate.

B U S I N E S S
S U P P O R T

T e c h n i c a l
c o n s u l t a n c y
Thanks to its international experts network,
Umami Area is able to offer consultancy in coffee, cocoa and olive oil sectors, in order to meet
the needs of those willing to upgrade product
quality and processing in their firms.
Consultancy activities encompass green coffee quality control, supporting the first phase
of purchase of raw material, cup quality control
and Brazilian cupping
Roasting process during which the product
is transformed, raising awareness, modularity
and repeatability of roasting profiles
Know-how and specific consultancy for espresso blend, mono-origin and roasting profile
for a high-quality espresso cup
Choice of mono-origin and blends for filter
methods
Establishment of coffee shop, coffee corner and
franchising involving business layout, employees training, work efficiency, menu, customer
care, supplier management and start-ups

ACTIVITIES
Establishment
of new business
Technical equipment
Raw Material purchase
Marketing

Sensory analysis supporting production processes, green coffee purchase and new coffee
product outbreak
Communication and marketing for the coffee
industry, involving communication concepts,
marketing and web-marketing, viral activities,
website management, social network, thanks
to Sesamo Comunicazione Visiva company
Neuro-linguistic planning, useful tool for managers and coffee CEOs in order to have an efficient and effective communication with clients,
customers, suppliers, staff and markets
Consultancy for equipment purchase choice for
espresso and filter coffee, roasting machines,
for a first-contact with the best technology for
roasting and extraction process.
Consultancy for green coffee, cocoa and Olive
Oil purchase.
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Umami Area supports companies and firms
committed in the production of high quality
coffee, with a consultancy service on research
and purchase of quality green coffee. Raw material provision is a crucial phase in the coffee
value chain. Oftentimes this phase relies on
external raw product purchasing companies.
Umami Area, thanks to its network of international experts and, thanks to its numerous
contacts in countries of origin, guarantees and
provides companies with useful insights and a

wide range of green coffee varieties for specialty coffee production, espresso blends and
filter methods. Umami Area green coffee takes
stock of international relationships born during
the several camps, such as those in Honduras
for the Umami Coffee Farm project.
Umami Area offers a wide range of products relating to the coffee world, described
in a specific catalogue, or available online.

S O C I A L

P R O J E C T S

CAPUCAS PROJECT

U M A M I
C O F F E E

F A R M

Umami Area has in its DNA a particular attention and care for social projects,
and commits itself in supporting disadvantaged workers, in order to upgrade
their professional qualities and working conditions. The first Umami Coffee
Camp in Honduras, was a chance to have a firs contact with communities of
coffee smallholders part of Las Capucas Cooperative, in the western region of
the country.
Capucas project was born in this occasion, with the aim of giving quality training to the staff of the cooperative, on the entire coffee value chain, with a
particular attention to the cafeteria world. Umami Area trainers offered several
trainings designed for local people, bringing one of them to win the barista
national championship. The “Private University of Las Capucas Café” is supported by Umami Area trainers. Nowadays, it is considered on of the most
important coffee institute of Honduras.

FAZENDA DA ESPERANCA PROJECT IN BRAZIL

This project foresees the purchase of a land in
Honduras, Las Capucas Region, for high-quality coffee plantation. The plantation lies near the
Celaque National Park, the highest Honduran
mountainous massif. This land has been reforested and made available for pasture and coffee plantation. This project has multi-fold aims:

reforestation for pasture of Celaque National
Park, high-quality coffee production with experimentation of new agricultural practices and
processing, shared with local producers, the
establishment of a permanent coffee training
centre, technical and financial support for coffee smallholders, within the National Park.

Fazenda da Esperanca is a Brazilian no-profit association, actively committed
in the reintegration of young drug or alcohol addicts. It is not just a therapeutic
community, since without any pharmacological therapies, it helps its members, , to change their lives and re-integrate themselves into society and in
the job market. Fazenda da Esperanca counts 127 therapeutic communities
all over the world; the founder is a German priest, inspired by the spiritually
of Chiara Lubich, founder of the Focolare Movement. Nowadays Fazendas,
namely farms with small houses, public spaces for conviviality, shared kitchen
are spread in 27 Brazilian states and in all continents.
Fazedas are self-sustainable, thanks to the production and purchase of their
products: aloe, coffee, sugar cane, fruits and vegetables. The Fazenda’s responsible and workers are those who successfully succeeded in the rehabilitation path. They work with no salary, on a voluntary basis, committing themselves 7/24 in the support of the members.

This event aims at informing and educating the general public over quality coffee taste, getting to know countries of origin and giving value to the
organoleptic peculiarities of different coffees.
Tasting sessions of different coffees, espresso, filter and Aeropress, led
by coffee experts take place during the event.

E V E N T S

S H O P

U M A M I
F A S H I O N

Umami Area established a t-shirt product line,
along with gadgets and accessories, with slogan aiming at spreading high-quality coffee
culture. Every product line is a limited edition,

P u b l i s h i n g
P l a n

available online and in all events promoted by
Umami Area.
Collect them all!

U M A M I
g r e e n

Umami Area is devoted to the development
of publishing plan. This plan gave birth to the
book “Un caffè in Toscana”, written by Andrej
Godina, president of the association, and published by Edizione Medicee. The book aims at
the spreading of high quality coffee culture, telling the activities of Umami Area in the last four

Umami Area plays as the role of intermediary
between roasters and countries of origin coffee
traders and the ones of the international market.
It also purchases several coffees, including
its own product, directly from Honduras,
part of the Umami Coffee Farm Project.

years, supporting those companies actively
committed and sharing the association’s values
in Tuscany. The publishing plan’s goal is to further support and give more formation material
to the general public and coffee industry workers: baristas, roasters, green coffee traders and
coffee lovers.
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Umami Area
via Meucci, 1
50012 Bagno a Ripoli - Firenze
info@umamiarea.com
project manager Francesca Surano
+39 389 1038218
www.umamiarea.com

